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Abstract
This article presents a methodology for the modular design of redundant manipulators for improved dynamic performance. The modularity is obtained from a special decomposition of the
design problem into smaller more manageable subproblems. This decomposition corresponds
to a division of the redundant mechanism into non-redundant macro and mini substructures
that will be designed separately. The design of these substructures is based on recently developed characterizations of end-eector inertial and acceleration properties. These characterization
treat the properties related to linear and angular motion separately in order to address the inhomogeneities, or dierences in units, between them. The result of this analysis is a highly
ecient design process. An important aspect of this analysis are the bounds it provides on the
characteristics of the overall mechanism. The methodology is illustrated on the design of a six
degree-of-freedom planar manipulator.

1 Introduction
In this paper, we present a modular approach to addressing the design problem for redundant
robotic manipulators. This work has its foundations in our previous studies of macro/mini
manipulator systems 16]. The main result from those studies employed here is that a redundant
manipulator can be divided into two or more substructures whose interactions can be analyzed
in order to obtain insights into the overall mechanism's behavior. These insights facilitate the
decomposition of the redundant manipulator design problem into a set of smaller subproblems
which consist of the separate design of the substructures.
This modular approach diers from a number of other studies that addressed redundancy by
examining the mechanism in total. These earlier studies analyzed kinematics, 1, 3, 17], as well
as dynamics, 14]. The global approach to design followed in these studies ensures that the resulting design has the desired performance characteristics. In our approach, this is accomplished
through the analysis of substructure interactions, which results in guidelines for the substructure
designs. Adherence to these guidelines allows the prediction of bounds on the overall performance
characteristics.
An important implication of this decomposition is that many of the characterizations developed
for non-redundant manipulators can be applied to redundant mechanism design. These characterizations for non-redundant mechanisms can be based on kinematics, 2, 10, 18, 19, 21], as well
as dynamics, 4, 11, 15, 9, 20]. These studies are discussed in more detail in 8].
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This article addresses the characteristics related to dynamic performance. This aspect of performance is concerned with the responsiveness of a mechanism to controller commands. Our
characterizations of dynamic performance apply to the end-eector inertial and acceleration
properties. They dier from the studies discussed above in that the properties related to linear
and angular motion are considered separately, and do not involve any scaling factors 6, 13].
When dealing with redundant mechanisms, the eect of redundancy on the overall performance
should also be considered. The proposed decomposition facilitates this analysis of null space
performance. In the following sections the modular approach to addressing redundancy is rst
presented. The characterizations of dynamic performance used here are then discussed. Analysis
of the substructure interactions and the predictions of overall mechanism performance characteristics are then presented. These insights and predictions are veried in a six-DOF planar
redundant manipulator design example.

2 Treatment of Redundancy
A major diculty in the analysis of redundant mechanisms involves the characterization of null
space motions joint motions which do not produce end-eector motion. The extra motion freedom provided by the null space necessitates consideration of both end-eector and null space
properties. These two aspects of the design problem can be interpreted in terms of the manipulator's task execution and self motion capabilities. In this work macro/mini design concepts are
used to address these two capabilities.
In macro/mini design it is assumed that the mini manipulator will govern task execution while
both mechanisms will aect self motion. However, the macro manipulator is assumed to impose
most of the limitations on self motion. Therefore the mini manipulator is designed independently
of the macro to fulll the task requirements. The macro manipulator is then designed to complement the performance of mini by providing self motion capabilities and also increasing the
size of the workspace. Since the macro and mini manipulators are intended to fulll dierent
purposes, it is natural to consider decomposing the design problem into subproblems consisting
of the separate design of these two mechanisms. In this decomposition the mini manipulator
is dened as the distal set of links which span the motion space of the end-eector, and the
macro manipulator is comprised of the remaining links. Here both mechanisms are assumed to
be non-redundant.
Two constraints are placed on the design to insure fulllment of the macro/mini design goals:
1. The macro must be able to stabilize its end-eector against all mini motion
2. The mini must be able to stabilize its end-eector against all macro motion.

The rst constraint means that the macro must be capable of holding its end-eector still while
the mini manipulator performs all possible motions. This constraint guarantees that the mini
manipulator can execute the task while the macro acts as its xed base. Analysis of this constraint
yields a lower bound on the macro performance.
The second constraint means that the mini must be capable of holding its end-eector xed in
the workspace while the macro performs all possible motions. This constraint directly aects
self motion capability, or null space performance. Since the substructures are non-redundant,
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null space motion can only be produced through their interactions the submechanisms must
cancel each other's motion. Analysis of this constraint produces an upper bound on macro
performance. This bound denes when the macro manipulator is overdesigned since it will have
more performance than the mini can counteract in order to produce self motion.
Since the macro and mini manipulators are separately de#
signed, the interactions between them must be analyzed
in order to insure that the assembled mechanism has the
desired characteristics. Therefore the constraint forces
Fr
between them must appear consistently in their dynamic
models. This is accomplished using a slightly modied
;Fr
Newton-Euler free-body diagram analysis. The free-body
diagram for the macro/mini manipulator is shown in Figure 1 where the constraint forces are represented as reac#r
tion forces, labeled Fr .
The mini manipulator's dynamic model is developed in Figure 1: Macro/Mini Decomterms of its base motion and its motion relative to the position.
base. The base motion is described by #r , the vector
of Cartesian velocities required to bring the reaction forces Fr into evidence in the dynamic
model 12]. The velocity dependent terms will be omitted from the dynamic model because they
complicate the proposed analysis considerably only motions from rest are considered. Assuming
that all quantities are expressed in the same inertial frame, the system of equations representing
the dynamic model for the macro/mini manipulator can be expressed as
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In the above equations the \M" subscripted quantities refer to the macro manipulator while
the \m" subscripted quantities refer to the mini manipulator. In equation (2), qm is the set
of n joint coordinates describing the motion of the mini relative to its base. The subscripted
quantities A, g, ;, , and G, are mass matrices, gravity forces, joint torques, actuator torques,
and transformations between actuator and joint torques. mr represents the inertial properties
of the mini perceived at its base.
In order to explore the end-eector properties, these quantities are transformed from joint to
end-eector/operational space using the Jacobian, J , dened as
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where v and ! are vectors of end-eector linear and angular velocities, and F and M are the
end-eector contact forces and moments.

3 Characterizations of Dynamic Performance
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As stated earlier, our analysis of dynamic performance centers around characterizing end-eector
inertial properties and end-eector acceleration capability. The characterizations were developed
in order to provide a separate description of the properties related to linear and angular motion
without the use of scaling factors.

3.1 Inertial Properties

The inertial properties as perceived at the end-eector are described by the pseudo-kinetic energy
matrix , where ;1 = J A;1 J T . Analysis of  is based on a decomposition of the Jacobian
matrix into its linear and angular sub-matrices:

J =

"

Jv
J!

#

(6)

where the matrix Jv transforms joint velocities into end-eector linear velocities and J! does likewise for end-eector angular velocities. From these relationships the mass and inertia properties
are described by the matrices, v and ! 
v = (Jv A;1 JvT );1
and
! = (J! A;1J!T );1:
(7)

3.2 Acceleration Characteristics

In this section a brief discussion of the characterization for end-eector and null space acceleration capability is presented. More details are available in 5, 6, 8]. Here end-eector acceleration
capability is explored by determining the isotropic acceleration, the largest magnitude of acceleration possible in or about every direction. The dynamic model, equation (1) for example, the
symmetric bounds on actuator torques,
;bound    bound 
(8)
and the Jacobian are used to develop the model for this analysis,
lower  Ev v_ + E! !_ + EF F + EMM  upper
(9)
where
E =  Ev E! ] = G;1 A J ;1
(10)
;
1
T
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(11)
;
1
lower = ;bound ; G g
(12)
;
1
upper = bound ; G g:
(13)
Equation (9) can be expressed in terms of the magnitudes of its vector quantities, yielding what
are referred to as the isotropy equations,
"
#
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k!_ krad=s2

where A is developed from E in the equation (9), as is F from E , and o from upper and lower .
The relations in equation (14) describe the isotropic magnitudes of acceleration and force which
saturate at least one actuator. The acceleration and force directions which correspond to these
isotropic magnitudes are also available from the analysis.
Each relation in equation (14) represents a hyperplane in a fourdimensional space. The relationship between the isotropic quantities
1
is described by the innermost envelope encompassing the origin formed
when the hyperplanes are overlayed in the same space. This faceted hypersurface cannot be displayed and thus only sections of it are shown.
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The lines obtained from the intersection of the hyperplanes with kF k =
kv_ km=s
kMk = 0 are shown in Figure 2. The innermost envelope is shown in
lines and is referred to as the motion isotropy curve. The force
Figure 2: Motion solid
isotropy curve can be obtained using the sectioning hyperplanes kv_ k =
Isotropy Curve.
k!_ k = 0. The numeric labels in the gure denote the actuator which
saturated providing the isotropic accelerations along that segment of the curve.
2

4 Analysis of Interactions
Since the mini manipulator is designed rst in this process, the aim of the following analysis is
to determine requirements on the macro manipulator so that it can be designed to complement
the mini manipulator. As stated earlier, the velocity dependent terms in the dynamic model
are dicult to address in this analysis and thus are omitted. Therefore the following analysis
addresses motions initiated from rest. The following relations are developed for a manipulator
with twelve degrees-of-freedom (DOF) comprised of non-redundant macro and mini manipulators.
Other cases are easily derived from this one, the details of which are presented in 5].

4.1 First Constraint

The rst constraint requires the macro to remain motionless, #_ M = 0, while the mini moves.
Thus equation (2) becomes

Amc q m + gmr = Fr
Am q m + gm = Gm m

(15)
(16)

Under these conditions interactions between the mini and its base are described by the reaction
forces the mini transmits to its base. The goal here is to determine the maximum magnitude of
reaction force and moment the mini that the mini transmits to the macro. Eliminating q m from
equations (15) and (16) yields


Amc A;m1 Gm m + gmr ; Amc A;m1 gm



"

#

Fr :
= M
r

(17)

The maximum magnitude of force and moment is obtained numerically by formulating two constrained maximization problems. These problems consist of the maximization of FrT Fr , obtained
from the rst rows of equation (17), and MTr Mr , obtained from the last rows of equation (17),
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at a specied conguration subject to the constraints on the mini manipulator actuator torque
capacities. The macro is designed to be capable of canceling these maximum magnitudes of force
and moment in and about every direction.

4.2 Second Constraint

The second constraint can be interpreted as a direct requirement on the null space motions.
The goal here is to determine the maximum isotropic acceleration of the base that the mini can
counteract so that its end-eector remains motionless in the workspace. Omitting the velocity dependent terms, the kinematic requirements for null space motion are developed from the
following relations,
v_ e = v_ M + v_ m + !_ M  pm
(18)
!_ e = !_ M + !_ m:
(19)
where the \e" subscripted quantities indicate the overall end-eector accelerations and pm is
the position vector pointing from the mini manipulator base to its end-eector. The conditions
under which null space motion occur, v_ e = !_ e = 0, can be expressed as
v_ m = ;v_ M ; !_ M  pm
=)
#_ m = ;P^m #_ M
(20)
!_ m = ;!_ M
where if p = p1 p2 p3]T ,

2

3

0 p3 ;p2
P^ = 0I p^I
and
p^ = 64 ;p3 0 p1 75 :
p2 ;p1 0
Equation (20) and the Jacobian can be used to transform equation (2) as follows


mr ; Amc Jm;1 P^m #_ M + gmr = Fr
Adep #_ M + gmr =
"

#




ATmc ; Am Jm;1 P^m #_ M + gm = Gm m:

(21)

(22)
(23)
(24)

Equation (24) describes the mini manipulator actuator eort required to counteract base motion, in order to produce null space motion. Using the bounds on the mini manipulator actuator
torques, a set of isotropy equations can be developed from equation (24) which describe the
isotropic accelerations of the base which can be canceled by the mini manipulator. These equations are used to develop a curve similar to that of Figure 2 which describes the bounds on mini
manipulator base motion.
A macro designed to have a higher performance than suggested by this curve can be considered
overdesigned although overdesigning will insure a certain level of null space performance. A
macro manipulator designed with less performance is considered underdesigned and will reduce
the null space performance of the overall mechanism. The development of these upper bounds
is the main improvement over the early work done on this methodology 7].
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However, also note that equation (22) denes a dependency base accelerations and the reaction
forces required to produce those motions. Thus the macro end-eector, when attached to the mini
base, will experience both an applied force and an acceleration. Since these two quantities are
independent in the macro manipulator dynamic model, equation (1), the correspondence between
acceleration and force must be established in order to specify design requirements on the macro
end-eector which are consistent with the forces and accelerations at the mini manipulator base.
This can be accomplished by substituting equation (22) into the macro manipulator dynamic
model during the macro design stage. Therefore Adep and gmr must be passed to the macro
design stage. The resulting dynamic model used to satisfy the second constraint in the macro
manipulator design is






AM + JMT Adep JM q M + gM + JMT gmr



= GM M:

(25)

5 Overall Mechanism Characteristics
In order for this decomposition to be useful, bounds on the characteristics of the overall manipulator must be determinable from the substructure designs. The following predictions are valid
only for a specic conguration.
1. The end-eector inertial properties of the redundant manipulator will be bounded above by the
inertial properties of the structure formed by the smallest distal set of degrees-of-freedom that
span the operational space, 13]
2. The end-eector isotropic accelerations at zero velocity will be bounded below by the mini
manipulator end-eector isotropic acceleration capability,
3. The null space isotropic accelerations at zero velocity will be bounded above by the motion
isotropy curve representing the bounds on mini manipulator base acceleration determined in
Section 4.2.

The second prediction is true because the macro manipulator is designed with the capability of
being a xed base for the mini manipulator. Therefore the overall manipulator should always
be capable of at least providing the mini manipulator performance. The third conclusion is true
if the null space motions are considered in terms of macro end-eector motion. In this case the
acceleration bound determined in Section 4.2 is truly the largest amount of acceleration which
the mini can counteract.

6 Application
Here the proposed methodology is applied to the design of a six-DOF planar mechanism shown
in Figure 1. The mechanism is comprised of solid cylindrical rods with actuators mounted at
the joints. Only one conguration of the manipulator is examined in order to illustrate the
conclusions drawn in Section 5. The relative angles between each link from the base to the
end-eector are f 135  ;70 ;70 90  ;50 10 g.
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As discussed earlier, the isotropy curve in Figure 2 describes the isotropic accelerations which
saturate at least one actuator, indicated by the labels adjacent to the line segments. This
suggests that increasing certain actuators may improve performance. This problem has been
addressed by the development of a constrained optimization problem for determining the smallest
actuators which can provide a desired level of performance. The desired performance is described
by specifying desired points on the hypersurface, ( kv_ d km=s2 k!_ dkrad=s2 kF d kN  kMdkNm ),
referred to as performance points. The procedure chooses actuators such that these points lie
on or below the hypersurface. This optimization is used in this example although it will not be
discussed here in detail.
The mini manipulator chosen for this example has links
10cm long and 1cm in diameter and is designed to pro2
vide 1g of isotropic linear acceleration from rest, specied as (9:81m=s2  0 0 0). The
isotropy curve and beltedinertia-ellipsoid 13], representkv_ km=s
Mass kg
ing the end-eector mass properties for the mini manipulator
Figure 3: Mini Manipulator Properties.
design, are shown in Figure 3.
The end-eector inertia for this mechanism is 0:0000479kgm2 .
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The lower bound on macro performance determined from this mini manipulator design, as per
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Section 4.1, is specied as two performance points: (0 0 5:3N  0:25Nm) which corresponds to the
maximum (linear) reaction force, and (0 0 1:3N  0:252Nm), which corresponds to the maximum
reaction moment. The upper bound, determined as per Section 4.2, is specied by one performance point (25:1m=s2  0 0 0). Only one point is chosen to represent this bound because the
angular accelerations associated with other possible points are extremely large. The actuators
of the macro manipulator are chosen to satisfy these three performance points.
The macro manipulator has links 20cm long and 2cm in diameter. The results from the macro
actuator selection are shown in Figure 4. The solid line in the leftmost plot shows the motion
isotropy curve for the macro manipulator and the dashed line represents the bound on macro
isotropic acceleration capability determined from the mini manipulator. Note that the allowable
angular acceleration can become very large. The solid line in the middle plot shows the macro
manipulator force isotropy curve. Note that the rst two performance points for the macro lie
beneath this curve. The macro end-eector mass properties, which are much larger than the
mini's, are shown in the rightmost plot of Figure 4 and its end-eector inertia is 0:0016kgm2 .
The overall properties of the macro/mini manipulator are shown in Figure 5. The leftmost gure
shows the end-eector accelerations with zero null space motion. The dashed line represents
the mini manipulator performance shown in Figure 3. Note that the macro curve is above the
mini performance as predicted in Section 5. The solid line in the middle plot describes the
null space acceleration capability at zero end-eector acceleration and the dashed line shows
bound on acceleration capability determined from the mini manipulator design. Here the null
space motion is described in terms of the of the macro manipulator end-eector. The null space
motion isotropy curve is below or equal to the bound, as predicted in Section 5.
Finally, the end-eector mass properties of the overall manipulator are shown along with the
mini manipulator mass properties in the rightmost plot and are clearly smaller or equal to those
of the mini, as predicted in Section 5. The overall end-eector inertia, 0:000047865kgm2 , is also
less than the mini's, 0:0000479kgm2 .

7 Conclusion
We have presented a general methodology for the design of redundant manipulators for dynamic
performance. This methodology provides a modular decomposition of the design process into
subproblems involving the separate design of the macro and mini manipulators. It was also that
adherence to this methodology allows the prediction of bounds on the properties of the overall
mechanism. The design process was illustrated on an example of a six DOF planar manipulator.
These results can be easily extended to systems involving several macro/mini structures.
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